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The Road to Lavender 
 

Prologue 
 (Midnight, July 14, 2018) 

(Tucson, Arizona) 

 

Clark hadn’t killed a man since the war and never at close range. And his sedentary 
lifestyle had made him soft. The big Russian would be armed so Clark’s attack would have to be 
swift and sure. He took a deep breath and wished he had a drink, but he couldn’t risk it.  

After four decades of unstinting service as a renowned and respected university professor, 
it’d taken less than a month for Clark to become a traitor to his profession, and it was much too 
late to turn back now. 

He’d have to kill the Russian. It was his only option. 

Hiding in the unlit interior of his Tucson ranch house, Clark rolled his shoulders and tried 
to relax as he sought to reduce the tension of waiting for his victim to arrive. Standing erect in 
the dark recesses of his walk-in closet, he took a deep breath. Then he managed a self-
congratulatory smile as he considered how clever he’d been. It hadn’t been easy but, in the end, 
he’d invented a plan to extract himself from this complicated situation. 

So far, so good, he told himself. Just pop this unsuspecting bastard and you’ll be home 
free. 

It was his fault of course—his blunder that had transformed his Russian customers from a 
mere annoyance into a lethal threat. And yet, it was what it was and soon he’d extract himself. 
He tightened his grip on the croquet mallet in his right hand. Just one clean shot was all he 
needed. 

As the seconds ticked away, the professor considered how his remarkable discovery and his 
plan to sell the thing to the highest bidder should have been the solution to all his problems. With 
legions of creditors nipping at his heels and his professional life in tatters, Clark had spent 
months online, trolling the dark web as he sought to market his extraordinary discovery. He had 
plenty of legitimate connections, but there’d been no question of contacting a reputable dealer. 
Anyone with an ounce of scruples would have turned him down and also turned him in. He’d had 
enough of the establishment with its rules and ethics. He needed cash so he turned to the 
underworld. 

Eventually his efforts had attracted the attention of the Scarlet Brotherhood—a shadowy 
Russian cartel. The Brotherhood had contacted him with a multi-million dollar offer and within 
days they’d sent their man Fyodor to examine the treasure. One look had convinced the big 
Russian that the professor’s merchandise was genuine and it appeared that the deal would be 
swiftly concluded until Clark got greedy and threw a wrench into the transaction.  
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Thinking back, Clark could see that he’d been reckless. What had seemed like a good idea 
at the time he now recognized as a tactical error. It had been a mistake to aggravate the 
dangerous mobsters by demanding a $2 million down-payment. It was a lot to ask and a 
foolhardy thing to do, but his creditors and their carnivorous lawyers were circling his bank 
account like a relentlessly descending spiral of vultures. His wastrel lifestyle was rapidly coming 
to roost and Clark desperately needed money. So, he’d insisted on half down, as if he were 
haggling over the price of a carpet in a foreign bazaar. Half down, he’d demanded, with the 
balance due when he delivered the treasure. 

Surprised by Clark’s demand, the Brotherhood had hesitated and that, the professor 
recalled, was when things got complicated. Fearing the cartel was losing interest and pressed by 
his mounting debts, Clark had taken the risky step of opening negotiations with another buyer. 
And he’d just concluded an arrangement to sell to a renegade Saudi prince when the irritated 
Russians reconsidered his demand and grudgingly paid the down payment with one condition. 
They were adamant that the professor let them examine the merchandise a second time.  

The Russians had grown anxious—so anxious that they were sending someone tonight to 
take another look at the treasure. But Clark was convinced that tonight’s visit would be more 
than a simple buyer’s inspection. He was certain it would be a deadly confrontation. He’d pushed 
the Russians too far and now they were pushing back. 

“Your decision?” the impatient Russian had demanded after delivering the cartel’s 
ultimatum. The bastard had awakened Clark with an early morning phone call on his seldom-
used landline. 

“I’ll take the meeting,” Clark had said, his voice thick with resignation. 

What choice did he have? The cartel had him over a barrel. Because of his reckless 
blunders, the professor would have to deal with both the Russians and the Saudis. It was an 
unfortunate turn of events which saddled him with two dangerous buyers and only one treasure 
to sell. Disheartened and apprehensive, Clark had been about to end the call when he’d had a 
sudden inspiration.  

“Yes, I agree to another inspection, but I need two days to make arrangements and you 
must send someone I know and trust,” Clark had told the man. “You must send Fyodor,” he 
insisted. 

His Russian contact had begrudgingly accepted Clark’s conditions and the professor had 
taken advantage of the delay to assemble supplies and organize his escape. Two days had flown 
by and his hand-picked examiner was coming tonight, allegedly to scrutinize and photograph the 
artifact. But Clark was certain that the Brotherhood had no wish to continue the transaction. He 
was convinced that, despite their supposed friendship, Fyodor was coming tonight to terminate 
the deal. In moments, the loyal mobster would be crossing Clark’s threshold with unambiguous 
orders to seize the treasure and kill the troublesome seller.  

As the troublesome seller in question, Clark wished the big Russian luck since he had no 
intention of surrendering either the treasure or his life. Already he’d acted to smuggle the desired 
object out of town. By now, it would be far away and, once the professor had settled with 
Fyodor, he’d be off like a shot to retrieve it.  
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For a moment, waiting there in the darkness, the professor wondered what his fanatical 
customers would do when they realized that their precious treasure and their impetuous seller 
had both disappeared. But almost immediately he ceased wondering. It didn’t matter how they 
reacted because, from now on, Clark would be calling the shots. 

Hastily improvising, he’d devised a plan to keep the Russian down payment and string the 
cartel along for a time. Then, in short order, he’d jilt the Brotherhood and sell to the Saudis for a 
handsome profit. Already his plan was in motion and he’d pulled it off by doing something 
which—to the casual observer—would appear completely normal. 

Remembering the beauty of his plan, Clark sighed with satisfaction.  

For a decade he’d been challenging his advanced classes in field archaeology to take part in 
a geocaching exercise. Preparation for the exercise called for a graduate student to transport a 
dozen nondescript toolboxes from Arizona to Colorado and stash them at predetermined 
coordinates. This term that role had fallen to Anne Scriptor, his trusted graduate assistant.  

In a typical term, once the boxes were hidden, other students would be dispatched with 
instructions to use orienteering techniques to locate the caches. But this term would be anything 
but typical. This time he’d not be sending a gaggle of undergraduates to traipse through the 
Colorado wilderness. This time there would be no student searchers at all. Only their professor, 
Clark himself, would be taking the field and his attention would be exclusively focused on one 
special cache. 

Box number one, he thought. I trust that you have placed it well, Miss Scriptor—placed it 
good and well and within easy walking distance of these chubby legs of mine. 

To safeguard the treasure, Clark had concealed it in toolbox number one and placed it with 
the other caches. Unaware that her cargo included a priceless treasure, the dutiful young woman 
had shown up bright and early that very morning, loaded the toolboxes into her little plaything of 
a Volkswagen, and driven out of Tucson at precisely 6 a.m.  

With no idea that she was being used to smuggle Clark’s clandestine treasure out of 
Arizona, the innocent young woman had driven northward. Her instructions were to reach 
Colorado then spend the long July day hiking through mountain wilderness to place each 
cache—including the treasure box—in remote locations known only to the two of them.  

Once Anne had hidden the first six caches, she was to telephone her professor to report her 
progress. Having done this, she would spend the night in Delta City, Colorado, then arise the 
next morning and drive on to continue stashing the rest. Anyone following her would be drawn 
north and thus further away from the toolbox containing the treasure.  

He’d trusted Anne to do her part, even going so far as to give her his personal smartphone 
number. And she’d done her part, although it had been a near thing.  

It was a long drive from Tucson to Colorado, but even so Clark had expected Anne to 
report in much earlier. This first day’s caching should have been completed before sundown and 
yet, despite Clark’s expectations, Anne had taken much longer. As a result, it had been 
uncomfortably late when she finally called to say that she’d reached the half-way point of her 
assignment.  
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Anne’s tardiness had been vexing and nearly unforgiveable since her belated call had come 
well after eleven. It was a delay which nearly scuttled Clark’s plan because he’d promised to 
give the Russians a second look at the treasure no later than midnight. There was no telling what 
the unpredictable Brotherhood might have done if they hadn’t heard from the professor before 
the appointed deadline. Waiting for Anne’s call, Clark had chilling thoughts as he pictured a 
murderous missile-bearing drone hovering ominously in the Arizona sky as it zeroed in on his 
isolated ranch house. 

When Anne’s call came at last, the exasperated professor had been tempted to pick up his 
smartphone and soundly reprimand his student for her delay. But he let the call go to voicemail 
and, hearing Anne’s contrite tone on the speaker, he merely listened while she apologized. When 
her message ended, Clark had grumbled to himself that she’d cut things pretty damn close. Then 
he’d used a burner phone to call the Russians and confirm that he was ready to receive their 
representative.  

“It’s nearly much too late and your call is not coming from a recognized number,” the man 
who answered his call had protested in him thick accent. Clark imagined him glaring at the clock 
in whatever time zone he occupied. It was an unfamiliar voice, one Clark which hadn’t 
encountered before. 

Crap, he’d thought, how I hate dealing with this endless parade of Russian underlings—
and always a different person! 

“Well, pal,” he’d said aloud, striving to communicate his sarcasm, “I’m fucking calling 
now, using whatever phone I please, so deal with it.” 

There was silence on the other end and Clark had grinned as he suspected the man was 
fuming. 

“Hello,” Clark said. 

“Yes, Dr. Clark,” the man answered, his voice dripping with disdain. 

“So, comrade, tell me that you’re sending Fyodor, right?” Clark reminded the operative. 
“And, listen carefully—when he’s nearby I want him to text to this number. Got that? Don’t have 
him use my smartphone, understand? I need to recharge my smartphone so be absolutely sure to 
have him use this line—you can see the new number, right?” 

“We are aware of your requests,” the man assured him. His tone was icy. 

“Damn straight, comrade,” said Clark. He ended the call before yet another righteous 
Russian could chastise him for calling from an unfamiliar number or object to his language. 
Apparently, the mobsters hated being called ‘comrade’ which is precisely why Clark enjoyed 
using the term.  

He saw the Scarlet Brotherhood as a bloodthirsty Russian gang and yet surprisingly 
priggish. Based on his assessment of their moralistic overtones, Clark envisioned his prudish 
buyers to be a collection of lapsed-saints—a schizophrenic group, willing to kill at the drop of a 
hat, but somehow unwilling to utter profanity and detesting the label ‘comrade.’ And so, fully 
aware that they were offended by his salty and politically incorrect language, he couldn’t resist 
intentionally baiting them.  
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The sanctimonious bastards are already pissed off enough to kill me, he thought, so why 
should one more insult make any difference? What the hell are they going to do? Kill me twice? 

 

Clark’s musing ceased as his burner vibrated with a text message announcing that his 
visitor was fifteen minutes away. Clark didn’t recognize the sending number, but the overly 
cautious Russians were constantly changing phones on their end and the exotic area code was 
correct. It had to be Fyodor, so he dictated and sent a return text message. 

“Park behind the shed, old friend. Walk up the driveway. Front door is open. Room on 
right.” 

Those instructions would compel Fyodor to conceal his vehicle, then channel the 
unsuspecting man straight into Clark’s ambush. His isolated ranch house was a rambling 
structure with few exterior windows and shadowy interior hallways. Soon the big Russian would 
open the front door and cross the entryway. After his target took a dozen steps down the hall and 
turned right, he’d be inside the darkened study and Clark would spring from his hiding place to 
knock the startled man senseless.  

Earlier, when contemplating his murderous plan, Clark had momentarily felt a twinge of 
guilt at the need to sacrifice Fyodor. The big Russian had been his one and only face-to-face 
contact with the Brotherhood. It was Fyodor who’d been sent to conduct the first examination of 
the merchandise—an inspection which took all of three minutes. Then the two of them had spent 
a comfortable afternoon poolside at the Biltmore Resort in Phoenix, drinking margaritas and 
swapping jokes. But this passing notion of regret had dissipated quickly. Clark was a man in a 
deep hole and there was no climbing out. All he could do was keep digging and hope that he 
would eventually reach the safety of China—or Saudi Arabia in his case because he had every 
intention of double-crossing the Russians. 

Clark glanced at the luminous dial of his watch—any minute now. Waiting there in the 
dark closet, he adjusted his grip on the croquet mallet. He had a pistol, but he’d use the mallet to 
avoid the risk of anyone hearing a gunshot. The ranch house was isolated, but not, he knew, 
unobserved. Balancing the wooden weapon in his right hand, he reached forward in the darkness, 
carefully placing his left hand on the closet doorknob, and tensed his muscles, preparing to fling 
the door open. 

Then he had a thought.  

Why keep the door closed?  

He quickly turned the knob, pushed the door open, and left it ajar. The house was deadly 
quiet and there was no need to alert Fyodor with the sound of unlatching. The study was dark 
and it was darker still in this corner. So long as Clark kept quiet, he would be completely hidden 
until it was time to sprint from the shadows and wallop his visitor.  

Waiting there, the minutes seemed to pass slowly and Clark grew uncertain, so he took one 
last precaution to increase his odds of success. To make absolutely sure he was adequately 
armed, he reached back into the closet and pulled a second mallet from the croquet set.  
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Fill both hands with weapons. Keep the door ajar. Fyodor is a big guy. No sense taking 
chances. 

Once Fyodor was down—ideally dead or at least unconscious—Clark planned to don the 
Russian’s suit and hat, take the man’s car keys, and slip out of the ranch house. He’d specifically 
requested that the Brotherhood send Fyodor because he and the big man were nearly the same 
build which made the portly Russian an ideal body double. To the watchers it would look like 
Fyodor had come and gone, leaving Clark alone in the house, exactly where they expected him to 
be.  

And they would be watching—of that Clark was certain. 

When Clark was clear, he’d use his smartphone to activate a delayed accelerant which 
would ignite the ranch house along with the prostrate Fyodor. Thinking of his newly enhanced 
pyrotechnic skills, Clark grinned. His military training had already provided him with a nodding 
acquaintance with explosives and it was simply amazing what a person could learn by surfing the 
world-wide web.  

With the house and his double in flames, it would take considerable time to extinguish the 
blaze and even more time for anyone—cops or the Brotherhood or whomever—to notice the 
switch. By then Clark would be far away and he would have escaped right under the noses of the 
men assigned to watch him. 

The watchers would be out there tonight just as they had been for more than a year. The 
cautious professor had noticed them from the beginning even though he’d yet to discover who 
coordinated the surveillance. It could be the Russians, or it might be the Saudis, or the cops, or 
what’s-his-name—the man the Saudis feared. Whoever the spies were, he knew one thing for 
certain. Starting tonight he was taking steps to evade them.  

It was for the benefit of his mysterious watchers that Clark had, for weeks on end, been 
maintaining the appearance of a predictable work schedule and a dull home life. Forced to keep 
tabs on his regimented and redundant life, he was certain that the watchers would soon tire of his 
exasperating consistency. He counted on them growing so accustomed to his repetitious routine 
that they would begin to see what they expected to see and miss what was really happening. 

Early this morning, for example, as Clark sent Anne on her way, the watchers would have 
believed they were witnessing the start of one of his routine geocaching assignments—a 
repetition of something he did every term. But Anne’s cargo was not routine and tonight, in a 
matter of seconds, everyone, including the unlucky Fyodor, was in for a surprise. 

“Tick-tock,” Clark whispered to himself. 

He heard the front door open. Then came footsteps followed by the telltale creak of vintage 
floorboards in the entry hall and the study door was opening and a voice sounded in the darkness. 

“Dr. Clark?” 

And instantly C. Arnold Clark, PhD, past curator of the Paleo-Indian exhibition, past 
director of the Cactus Canyon Ruins project, and full professor of The University of Arizona’s 
division of archaeology, brandished his weapons and sprang from his hiding place. 
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Part I: Anne’s Story 
Chapter 1 

(July 15, Morning) 

(Western Colorado) 

The little Volkswagen Bug lurched sideways as Anne Scriptor tried to remember whether 
she was supposed to steer into a skid or in the opposite direction. Whatever she did—and she had 
no idea what it was—she survived the sharp corner and was still on the muddy road when the 
next curve loomed before her. 

Rain fell in sheets, drenching the windshield, blotting out the July sun, and muting the 
morning light. The wipers worked frantically, but the tiny blades made little headway. Anne 
could barely see the road ahead and she was beginning to wonder if she was on a road at all 
because the car’s lack of traction suggested she might have inadvertently driven into a steadily 
descending river bed.  

The rain had been hammering down for an hour and Anne should have remained on the 
pavement or at least pulled over to wait out the storm. Instead she’d impetuously turned left and 
driven straight into the clutches of a steeply descending and thoroughly muddy roadway. 

“Crap,” she said as another curve loomed before her. 

Early this morning, before the mud, before the rain, and before this accursed road, 
everything had been proceeding like clockwork. Anxious to begin the second half of her caching 
exercise, she’d awakened before dawn and gone for an invigorating run. Feeling energized, she’d 
showered, checked out of her Delta City motel, and discovered a cozy restaurant where she 
shared a table with locals.  

During breakfast the conversation had been dominated by complaints about the persistent 
drought which was strangling Western Colorado ranches and farms. Nobody could remember 
such a dry spell. Everybody was praying for rain—in fact they literally joined hands and prayed 
for it—right there at the breakfast table. And now, within an hour of that invocation, Anne had 
managed to drive smack dab into a punishing rainstorm and onto a seemingly endless hill of 
mud. Faith could move mountains it seemed, or possibly turn one into mud. 

Drought my ass, she thought as she leaned forward to study the gloomy sky. 

An hour earlier the summer sun had been beaming—a bright new penny in an otherwise 
clear and impossibly blue sky. Then abruptly the wind rose, dark clouds materialized, and 
thunder growled. In moments her idyllic mountain morning was enveloped in an ominous 
downpour and, in the chaos of the storm, she’d become disoriented and turned onto this primitive 
dirt road where the mud was slick and deep.  

What was she thinking? Why had she left the pavement? Her little car was no match for 
this narrow dirt road. It was precipitous and winding—a primitive rollercoaster minus the luxury 
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of guiding tracks and guard rails—a down-bound slip-and-slide with a rain-soaked hill on one 
side and a sheer drop on the other.  

The dissolving roadway took control of her steering wheel as the Bug relentlessly 
descended and it was all she could do to hang on each time the car slipped to the edge of the 
road, then toward the hillside, and back again. One minute she was teetering on the outer rim of 
the road, only a few feet from falling into the ravine below, then seconds later she was sliding the 
other way, her front tire boring into the hillside and spewing a plume of mud up and over the 
hapless car.  

She survived another sweeping curve then she reached a drop in a road and saw nothing 
ahead but sky as, caught in the grip of gravity, the car plunged over. She clutched the steering 
wheel, downshifted, and fought to stay on the road. There was no other choice. There was only 
one way out of her dilemma and that way was down. No chance of stopping. Any hesitation 
would mire her in mud and it might be days before someone showed up on this remote roadway 
to pull her out. So, she kept the Volkswagen headed downhill, feeling the tires slip, and trying 
not to think what would happen if she lost control and plummeted over the edge.  

“Should’a stayed on the pavement,” Anne told herself. “Should’a kept an eye on the 
weather. Should’a, could’a, would’a.” 

The rain showed no sign of stopping and, as the downpour thundered on the Volkswagen’s 
round roof, she reached yet another sharp corner where the car teetered sideways causing the 
bobble-head wildcat figurine on her dashboard to sway like a storm-tossed ship. The grinning 
plastic souvenir of her undergraduate days seemed to shake its head and she guessed at its 
meaning. 

“I suppose,” she complained, “you’re going to say, ‘Well, Miss Anne with an ‘e’ and 
Scriptor with an ‘o,’ here’s another fine mess you’ve gotten us into.’” 

Anne gripped the steering wheel and sighed. It was hot inside the Volkswagen with the 
windows rolled up and the humidity was messing with the AC and her palms were sweaty and… 
 “Crap,” she said aloud as another corner loomed ahead. “Does this damn road ever end!” 

 She wanted this trip to go well. She wanted to please the prominent man who had 
entrusted her with the responsibility of driving hundreds of miles from Arizona to Colorado in 
order to hide his semester caches. C. Arnold Clark, PhD was more than her mentor. He was a 
campus legend, a tenured professor with impeccable credentials as a field archaeologist, not to 
mention an internationally renowned author and lecturer. Anne herself was a departmental 
nobody and just beginning her advanced academic career, a fledgling graduate student with a 
shiny new B.S. degree.  

“B.S. is right,” she said aloud. “And we all know what that stands for. And M.S. is more of 
the same and, if I ever achieve it…” She managed to wink at the wildcat figurine, “PhD stands 
for piled higher and deeper.” 

She was, by all accounts, the youngest student Dr. Clark had ever trusted to drive to 
Colorado and hike through the rugged wilderness to place his caches. She’d felt unbelievably 
fortunate to be chosen from a host of applicants who’d been clamoring for the chance to assist 
the celebrated professor with his famous term project. She knew that success on this field 
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assignment would earn her a prestigious University of Arizona fellowship—which would mean a 
tuition waiver and a generous stipend plus a coveted accolade for her resume. She desperately 
needed the financial benefits as well as the honors. And, with luck, all those precious rewards 
would be hers. 

If she didn’t screw it up. 

“Ah hell,” Anne shouted as she fought her way around the next tight curve.  

The deluge continued and two more merciless corners lay ahead so Anne held her breath 
and struggled with the steering wheel while the Bug wobbled toward the next hairpin turn. The 
VW slithered, regained the roadway, and then swerved like a pig on ice as she tried to aim for 
the final corner. Surviving that harrowing curve, she abruptly reached the bottom of the winding 
roadway where the car bounced over a bump and landed on solid pavement. Gaining traction, the 
VW surged forward and Anne had to jam on the brakes to discourage the seemingly enthusiastic 
vehicle.  

“Nice landing, pal,” she said as she turned off the ignition. Then, despite the still pouring 
rain, she wriggled into her coat, put on her cap, and got out to survey the damages. “Shoot,” she 
exclaimed as she walked rapidly around the car, struggling to keep her footing on the rain-soaked 
asphalt, “Damn it!”  

The lower half of her vintage 1968 sky-blue Volkswagen Bug was covered with a thick 
layer of clinging mud. Squatting awkwardly in the pouring rain, she could see that the car’s 
undercarriage was so thoroughly encrusted that the tires were within inches of being glued in 
place. She examined all four wheels and was just lifting the rear hatch to check the engine for 
damage when the rain abruptly ceased. Instantly the overhanging clouds dissolved and the sun 
reappeared and the wet pavement began to steam.  

The engine seemed okay so Anne closed the hatch and stood for a moment beneath the 
brightening sky considering her alternatives. Clearly, she had little choice. The pavement was 
steaming and the mud was beginning to congeal. To keep driving she would have to get dirty. 
The July heat was rapidly reasserting itself so she stripped off her jacket and cap. There was 
work to be done, but she’d keep those items clean at least. She glanced at her blouse, durable 
jeans, and running shoes. The top was a favorite, but rather than dig through her luggage, she 
decided her present outfit could fend for itself. 

Should she move the car? 

Anne looked around. She seemed to have landed in the middle of nowhere. She hadn’t 
encountered any traffic and she doubted any would appear. The unpaved shoulder was as muddy 
as the hill, so she left the car in the middle of the road.  

Donning a pair of cloth gloves, she knelt next to the rear tire, scrunched up her face, and 
reached tentatively up into the wheel well. The mud was dense there, like a slab of raw clay on a 
pottery wheel.  

Another fine mess, she thought. 
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With effort she broke a clump free and pulled it apart to reveal a mixture of mud and 
sizeable pebbles. No telling what kind of damage such debris would do to her Bug. The mud 
would have to come off and that would take more than bare hands. 

Standing up, Anne tossed the mud aside and opened the front bonnet.  

 

 

Chapter 2 
 

Diak Hodell was in position, his camouflaged Toyota 4Runner parked on a side road, well 
obscured in a thicket of oak brush. He rolled the window down and studied the cloudless 
morning sky. Since dawn, Diak had been studying his map and waiting for the girl to appear. The 
German grinned to himself thinking that the modern and liberated young woman he had come so 
far to locate would undoubtedly bridle at being called a mere girl. But he’d studied her 
photograph and read her dossier and, given the difference in their ages, he was content to 
consider her a girl no matter her objections. 

In all likelihood he would never have an opportunity to discuss with her the political 
correctness of his opinion. If things went well this morning, he would allow her to continue on 
her way and the two would never meet.  

Was she overdue? He glanced at his watch. Then he folded his map, returned it to the 
leather case, and fastened the snaps. Allowing his hand to linger on the dusky timberland leather, 
he observed that his skin was the same tawny shade.  

“Zigeuner,” he mumbled to himself. “The dark skin, the dark eye, the untouchable gypsy. 
Untouchable,” he repeated as he ran his fingers over the smooth leather before setting the case 
aside. He was growing mildly impatient as he drummed one hand on the steering wheel while 
absently fingering the hilt of his Damascus knife with the other.  

He unsnapped the keeper on his belt scabbard, pulled the blade free, and held it up in the 
morning light, twisting his wrist as he examined first the spine and then the edge. Looking closer 
at the razor-sharp edge, he was pleased to see that it was absolutely flawless—a thing of 
perfection in marked contrast to the unsightly scar that disfigured his otherwise handsome face. 
Taking care to avoid looking at his reflection, he returned the blade to its scabbard and snapped 
the keeper in place to once again immobilize the weapon. He instantly drew it forth again and 
just as quickly replaced it. 

If needed, he could smoothly unsnap the keeper and pull the blade with one hand. It was a 
maneuver he’d practiced so often that he could draw the knife without looking and wield the 
weapon before an adversary could blink. In an instant, the blade in his right hand would be 
drawn back and poised to jab forward. He would crouch slightly, assuming a tight Marine Corps 
stance, keeping the opponent at a slight angle as he stepped forward with his left foot ready to 
defend or attack.  
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The Damascus blade was his riding weapon, purposely truncated to allow him to wear the 
knife while seated and, while standing, to obscure the blade and scabbard under the hem of a 
jacket. It was a stubby blade but serrated and deadly. 

For the time being, he had no need of the blade because he was convinced the girl would be 
no trouble. And the map too could remain in its case because he was certain she would take this 
county road. It was the route routinely used by the university—not the shortest and certainly not 
the most efficient—but rather the most traditional. And, knowing the university and its 
dependable students, he had every expectation that the girl would adhere to tradition.  

Earlier that morning, before first light, he’d driven through the vacant streets of Delta City 
and spotted her blue Volkswagen. It was an old Bug, from the late 1960’s he guessed. The small 
vintage auto had been sitting beneath a light pole in the cramped parking lot of the Starlite 
Budget Motel. Sandwiched between two semi-trailer trucks, the diminutive vehicle looked 
fragile and a bit forlorn. Seeing it there had briefly reminded him of his unhappy days in Berlin.  

“Think of something else,” he’d told himself. 

He’d passed close enough this morning to confirm the girl’s Arizona license plate. Then 
he’d driven further through the slumbering city and crossed the Gunnison River. Driving over 
the highway bridge, he could see the full moon reflected in the dark current and, poking his head 
out the Toyota’s open window, he glanced up to see the object itself riding high in the midnight 
sky. Beyond the bridge, he checked into the luxurious Pine Lodge, ate the complimentary pillow 
mints, and lay down on the king-sized bed. An hour’s sleep was all he could risk so that would 
have to do. He didn’t bother to undress. He set his cell phone alarm and closed his eyes. 

 

Awake at 5 a.m. he’d found no restaurants open so he put on a ball cap, donned dark 
glasses, turned up his coat collar, and purchased a make-shift breakfast at a 24-hour convenience 
store. The clerk hadn’t looked up when he rang the German’s purchases and the surveillance 
video would be inconclusive. 

Leaving Delta City, he’d avoided the four-lane highway and taken the narrower county 
pavement instead. Heading north, he located an elevated spot where he could monitor traffic 
traveling in both directions. He would wait for the girl to pass then follow her. There was a 
chance she knew nothing about the treasure, a chance that the conniving Clark was keeping her 
in the dark. Was she aware of her professor’s scheme and did she know that the jaded man was 
on the run? 

Time would tell.  

He assumed the girl would pass by this morning and keep going. That would mean she was 
adhering to her route and such obedience would convince the German that she’d already played 
her part and played it innocently. If she behaved, he’d let her go and turn his attention to Clark. 
Her actions in the next hour would guide him and, if all went well, he’d let her live.  

In the meantime, he would wait.  

His position was ideal. Well-hidden and far above the pavement, he could watch for the girl 
and watch also for Russians. The Scarlet Brotherhood could be on the prowl and they might 
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appear from either direction driving their prominent Bentley automobiles, traveling in the 
conspicuous style that was so typical of them. It was probably too soon for the Brotherhood to be 
in Colorado but, just in case, he’d watch for the Russians too. 

After all, this was a treasure hunt and the field might become crowded. Thanks to Clark’s 
unexpected behavior, the Russians would be scrambling, even the German—once so certain of 
his ground—had been forced to improvise. Like the Russians, Diak had been surprised by 
Clark’s disappearance. As a result, he’d missed the opportunity to intercept the wayward 
professor. With the professor gone, the German had persuaded himself that locating the girl was 
essential even though she herself was of no importance. She was merely a marker, a means of 
confirming that he understood her route and had correctly guessed the timetable she was 
following. So long as the girl kept to her schedule, he’d have no need to contact, let alone harm 
her. 

So long as she kept moving along the expected route, the German could forget about her. 
But, if the girl deviated from her route or bolted or came between him and the treasure, the 
German would not hesitate to do what was necessary. She would not be the first woman he’d 
killed and she would undoubtedly not be the last. It might not come to that, but, if the girl 
misbehaved, he would act accordingly. 

Diak stretched and yawned. He needed sleep, but he must remain alert. The morning was 
warming so he rolled down his window and reached for his water. He unscrewed the cap and 
raised the canteen in a mock toast. 

“Here’s to the elusive Dr. Clark,” he chuckled. “You may be cunning, but you are no 
match for me. You may be a schemer, but you are also greedy and that fault has made you 
careless.” 

For all the professor’s planning and scheming, for all the effort the man had expended in 
smuggling the treasure out of Tucson and then eluding those set to watch him, the careless man 
had yet to realize that the German had inserted himself into the hunt.  

It had been almost too easy to monitor Clark’s personal smartphone. The professor was 
apparently too cheap or too naïve—possibly both—to purchase, use, and discard an array of so-
called ‘burner’ phones. Instead, the foolish man doggedly persisted in using one and only one 
smartphone. The German had only to utilize a basic surveillance app in order to detect and 
monitor communication traffic in and out of Clark’s smartphone.  

The application was so efficient and so crafty that Diak had no need to access the target 
device. All that was required was to discover the professor’s password and, for that information, 
Diak was indebted to one of his Arizona contractors. Acting under the German’s strict 
instructions, his Tucson operative had shadowed the unsuspecting professor, watching over the 
man’s shoulder with telescopic enhancement as Clark arrived on campus, sat at his desk with his 
back to an un-curtained window, and went through his morning routine of activating his 
smartphone to retrieve messages. 

And, just like that, the German had been connected. Now, whenever Clark made a call, the 
German would be listening. If needed, Diak could even reroute a given call, answer pretending to 
be the recipient, and extract intelligence from the unsuspecting Clark. 
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The German smiled and then he drank from his canteen and considered the foibles of 
human nature. Dr. C. Arnold Clark, PhD had once been an incorruptible darling of the 
archaeological world until his own government betrayed him which drove him to drink and 
financial ruin. Fearing bad publicity, The University of Arizona had forced Clark to take a 
sabbatical. It was a banishment from which most assumed the pathetic man would never return. 
Shunned by his campus, abandoned by fair-weather friends and a fickle young lover, deeply in 
debt and desperate for cash, the faded professor was on the ropes until he somehow experienced 
a reversal of fortune. 

Virtually overnight Clark had been able to rekindle his existence, regain a measure of self-
respect, and resume his duties at The University of Arizona and all because he’d managed to 
stumble upon a priceless artifact. Buoyed by his discovery—which he intentionally kept a 
secret—the professor had managed to make a comeback while also leading a double life.  

By day Clark had been playing the role of a gracefully aging professor, content to teach a 
graduate class and seminar while mentoring younger faculty and advising students. Meanwhile, 
off campus and after work hours, he’d been pursuing a clandestine calling as a dealer in black-
market artifacts. In particular he was hawking one singular piece—a rare Clovis point.  

For two years since his triumphant return to campus, the moonlighting professor had been 
attempting to sell the Clovis to the highest bidder which obliged Clark to explore the dark web 
which in turn attracted the German’s attention. Soon Diak was closely scrutinizing Clark’s every 
online move as the greedy professor trolled the dark underbelly of the internet for customers. 

 The Scarlet Brotherhood had responded first. The Russians were Diak’s old nemesis, a 
gang that first took shape in the mean streets of East Germany. To the German’s surprise, the 
otherwise cautious and frugal Russians had offered millions to secure the Clovis. By some stroke 
of fortune, Clark had turned up a buyer and a more dangerous customer could not be imagined. 
The Scarlet Brotherhood was a treacherous cartel with a dodgy reputation and the extraordinary 
risk of dealing with them provided the German with a telling measure of the depth of Dr. Clark’s 
desperation.  

Whatever the professor was thinking, Diak was content to let the opening stanzas of the 
hazardous transaction run its course. He would let the Brotherhood take the monetary risks, let 
them verify the authenticity of the artifact, and propose the details of the handoff. Then, when 
the deal went down, the German would swoop in and seize the treasure. Once in possession of 
the Clovis, Diak would re-peddle the artifact—sell it to the Russians if they were willing to meet 
his inflated price. Or he would be more than willing to market it elsewhere if the Brotherhood 
balked.  

That had been the German’s original plan: monitor Clark, interrupt the transaction by 
cutting the Russians out, and steal the Clovis. A few hours ago, relying on past experience, he’d 
been certain how the Russians would behave and he’d been equally certain that he understood 
the professor’s plans. But, in the wee hours of this morning all that certainty had evaporated. 

It had vanished the moment that Clark disappeared. 

The professor’s unexpected disappearance had forced the German to rush through the 
night in the vain hope of intercepting the fleeing Clark. But he’d been too late to catch the 
professor and so his only option was to find the girl. Then, if she behaved as expected, he could 
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confirm that she’d already stashed the treasure and was continuing north in order to create a 
diversion. Once he’d verified his assumptions, he would let her go, turn back, take up residence 
in Delta City, and be in position to steal the smuggled treasure the moment Clark contacted the 
Russians to reveal its location.  

Dr. Clark’s phone call was the key. Soon the professor would use his smartphone to call 
his Russian buyers and disclose the location of the Clovis. One phone call and the professor 
would inadvertently surrender his treasure. 

The German glanced at his watch as a breeze began to stir. 

Moments later, clouds rolled in, thunder grumbled, and it began to rain hard. Diak rolled 
up the Toyota’s window. The rain drummed down and another hour passed before the German 
spotted the Volkswagen. He waited until the compact blue vehicle rounded a sweeping curve, 
then he drove down from his hiding place and fell in behind.  

He tailed the girl for five miles through the pouring rain and was about to cut her loose 
when he saw the VW turn sharply left. He slowed as he approached the spot and could see the 
crest of a dirt road leading precipitously downhill. What was she playing at? Why leave the 
pavement in this storm? Why deviate from her route to take such an unlikely road? Had she 
spotted him? Though the muddy road looked unappealing, he’d been on the point of rushing after 
her when he noticed a Bentley approaching from behind. 

Assuming he was being pursued, the German increased his speed and watched as the 
reflection of the conspicuous black automobile diminished in his rearview mirror. He was still 
watching when the Bentley abruptly veered off the pavement and skidded to a stop at the crest of 
the hill down which the girl had disappeared. The Bentley showed no signs of moving, so the 
German pulled his hat down, slumped in his seat, and drove on. Glancing back a third time and 
just barely able to discern the outline of the Bentley, he realized that he needn’t have taken such 
pains to obscure his identity because the attention of the black car’s single occupant was totally 
focused on the side road. 

So, the Russians are here, he thought. And so, let them follow the girl. She is expendable 
and I have no desire to get between them.  

“Better they are finding her than me,” he said aloud as he drove on. 

In twenty minutes, if the Bentley did not reappear and he was absolutely certain the 
Russians were pursuing the girl, he would make a U-turn and return to Delta City. In the 
meantime, he was content to put as much distance as possible between himself and the dangerous 
Brotherhood. 
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